Where NEXT part of RR diagram WILL go
Begin if-else

Bottom leg left "hanging"
Begin top leg = seq

Beginning of seq

$ 2 3
More sequence

Thursday, February 09, 2012
11:04 AM
End seq, Switch legs

Thursday, February 09, 2012
11:04 AM

- condition of unfinished if
- finds split and bottom leg
- end of true leg left hanging
- Continue working on bottom leg of if-2 node
Bottom leg=seq

end of true leg
left hanging
More sequence

Thursday, February 09, 2012
11:04 AM

end of true leg
left hanging
Finish sequence

Thursday, February 09, 2012
11:04 AM

end of true leg
left hanging

end of false leg
also left hanging
Finish of if node requires JOIN of two hanging legs of same if.